Welcome

2013 CASPA and IEEE CE Society Joint Technical Meeting

Seminar: Automobile Electronics & Electrical Vehicles
This Evening’s Program

Hosts

❁ Jasopin Lee – CASPA
❁ Pallab Chatterjee – IEEE

Program

1. Recognition

1. CASPA Introduction – YuPing Chung 5 min

1. IEEE Introduction - Pallab Chatterjee 5 min

1. Seminar – Automobile Electronics and Electrical Vehicles
Venue Recognition

Many Thanks to Cadence for offering the venue to host the CASPA and IEEE Consumer Electronics Society Joint Seminar
Sponsorship Recognition

Many Thanks to Renesas for offering the sponsorship of this CASPA and IEEE Consumer Electronics Society Joint Seminar
Automobile Electronics and Electrical Vehicles

1. **Automotive Engine and Drive Train Control Electronics**
   Ranjit Deshpande, VP of Engineering of Renesas

1. **Plug-in Electric Vehicles and Infrastructure at GM**
   Dr Frankie James, Managing Director of GM Advanced Technology

1. **Adapting Touch to Automotive Needs**
   Bruno Thuillier, CTO at Elo Touch Solutions

1. **Panel Discussion with the speakers**